WAYNE CHASAN
Born in the USA, Wayne relocated to Marbella in 1982 where he lives and works as a professional photographer.
Highly specialized in arquitecture and interiors, his personal passion is capturing the “soul” of Andalucía in images;
whether its people and culture in rural settings, or its landscapes and villages steeped in history.
In this time he has produced more than two thousand advertising campaigns and editorial features for clients and
magazines around the world such as Elle Decor, Conde Nast, Time Magazine, Warner Bros, Canon, British Airways and
El Corte Ingles.
It is Wayne’s innate ability to capture and create mood combined with his masterful use of the photographer’s
palette of light, form, texture, and composition that make his images so powerful. His luminous touch enhances the
beauty of a location or a moment.
He has received awards such as the Spanish Photographer’s Association “Lux Oro” for the launch of the Oleicola
Hojiblanca brand, from the City of Marbella Communication Media for his accomplished career, and from the Junta de
Andalucia for the Promotion of Businesses in Andalucia.
He was one of seven photographers selected to create the campaign for the 50th anniversary of Canon Europe, and
his images for them were chosen by the American Society of Media Photographers for their “Best of 2007”.
His personal work has been exhibited in multiple solo and collective exhibitions in galleries and museums, both in the
USA and Spain. With his inspired vision, Wayne infuses magic and emotion in to the imagery he creates.

EXHIBITIONS
Solo Exhibits
2011 - Nichol’s Champagnerie, Marbella
2007 - CC Marina Banus, Marbella - “Wanderings…”
1997 - Buchinger Clinic Gallery, Marbella - “Andalucia”
1994 - Passport Scotch Whisky Gallery, Seville - “Andalucia”
1993 - La Casita, Marbella - “Details of Spain”
1992 - Pamplona, Manhattan - “Details of Spain”
1987 - Casa de España Gallery, Manhattan - “Andalucia”
Collective Exhibits
2007 - Houses of Art, Marbella - “Retrospective”
2007 - Sonimag Barcelona, Itinerant - “Colorantes Autorizados”
2006 - Artsource Internacional, Manhattan - “Various Artists”
2005 - Sonimag Barcelona, Itinerant - “Pyramide Europe”
2004 - Punzmann Gallery, Marbella - “Stills”
2004 - Fabien Fryns Fine Art, Marbella - “Photography”
2000 - Casino of Marbella, Marbella - “Colorantes Autorizados”
1990-1995 - Museum of Contemporary Art, Madrid - “Instante y Magia” annual exhibits

www.chasan.com

